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[poufs]
As a supplement to the main furniture, 
stools must be true all-rounders. Usually 
functional and incredibly practical. At the 
same time, they must of course be high-
quality and decorative. With this model, 
which patiently fulfils all criteria, you can 
set creative accents, virtually the icing on 
the cake for your premises.

contrasting
threadstorage place



SOFT OTTOMANS
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All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that 
deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering. Please contact us 
if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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G60
soft ottoman square

60/60/41/0

GB60.
soft ottoman square 
with tuck

63/63/41/0

G60G
soft ottoman square 
with glass plate

60/60/43/0

GB60G
soft ottoman square 
with tuck and glass plate

63/63/43/0

G80
soft ottoman square

80/80/41/0

GB80.
soft ottoman square 
with tuck

83/83/41/0

G80G
soft ottoman square 
with glass plate

80/80/43/0

GB80G
soft ottoman square 
with tuck and glass plate

83/83/43/0

G75
ottoman on-the-floor

76/61/32/32

G100
large ottoman square 
on-the-floor

100/100/32/32

G130
large ottoman on-the-
floor

134/61/32/32



Storage 
surface
Some soft 
ottomans 
have a beau-
tiful glass pla-
te as a storage surface. Thus 
they can be used as a table.

Contrast 
thread
The soft stools 
are available 
in leather 
and some 
fabric colors with contrasting co-
lor thread on request at no extra 
charge. Please always specify the 
contrast thread number, otherwi-

The contrasting thread version is 
available for ottomans with tuck, only.

Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear 
different in fabric and leather versions. For 
manufacturing reasons, seams may be left out 
of the fabric version or replaced with simple 
seams.
Contrasting thread: 
In some leather colours, this model can be 
supplied with contrasting-coloured thread, 
at no surcharge. The colours as given can be 
found on the leather wall in the studio. Please 
always specify the contrasting thread number 
or tonal colours will be supplied. The contras-
ting thread version is available for ottomans 
with tuck, only.

All of the dimensions given are approxima-
te dimensions in cm. We reserve the right 
to make changes. Dimensions are given as 
follows: width/depth/height.
Crease formation: 
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger 
extent under the influence of body weight, 
which can lead to the formation of creases in 
the cover. This visual change does not affect 
use, function and life span and it is not a defect.
Digital fabric/leather and colour samples: 
The visual appearance of the covers and colour 
samples may vary, samples in accordance - 
colour and structure deviations possible.

ORDER INFORMATION
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LIVING EXAMPLES

soft square ottoman with glass plate G60G

large ottoman on-the-floor, majestic leather in muskat
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MATERIAL TYPE AND STRUCTURE

Soft ottomans 
Frame: beech wood structure 
Seat suspension: upholstery straps 
Seat upholstery structure: ergoPUR foam 
Legs: plastic glides
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Upholstered furniture from passion.

For almost 75 years, this passion has led to the creation of high-quality and special pieces of furnitu-
re and designer furniture - sofas that combine elegant and contemporary design with first-class com-
fort. We stand for craftsmanship, trend-setting ideas, appealing design and know-how from Germany. 
The result is upholstered furniture with guaranteed first-class comfort and attention to detail. When se-
lecting the materials used, we pay attention to sustainability and the conservation of resources.

• Traditional craftsmanship down to the last detail 
• High-quality, environmentally friendly materials 
• Careful & precise workmanship 
• Cooperation with renowned furniture designers 
• Production according to DIN & RAL quality guidelines of the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel e.V. 
• Regularly tested product quality „Made in Germany“ 
• Development at the Upper Franconian location in Ebersdorf near Coburg 
• Carefully selected fabric and leather cover collections in many colours for a wide range of requirements.

W.SCHILLIG editions 
GmbH & Co. KG 

Am Weinberg 20 - 22 
96237 Ebersdorf bei Coburg 

GERMANY
Telephone: +49 9562 37-0 
Telefax: +49 9562 37-500 
E-Mail: info@schillig.de




